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HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Visit www.fertitech.com

Setting Up Your Growing Program
We have a new year and I doubt anyone will be game
enough to make any rash predictions for what lies ahead.
However, as we know it is best to be on the front foot with
what it is, we can control. We talk a lot about soil
knowledge enhancing budget decision making for the yield
quality, volume and buffered soil ecology benefits heading
into the next seasons. It is now certainly a bigger talking
point than in years gone by.
Current feedback questions coming in; include what to do
regards: Lime, Seed Nutrition Treatment, Carbon granule
blended into standard NPK.
Liquid Inject is on the top of the list…. It seems the control
we have on dollar inputs into the furrow, is now keenly
sought-after knowledge.
Ferti-Tech has a great track record in this technology, and
the science on how it works to control furrow fertiliser
uptake efficiency. This is proving to be vital, not just to
budgets but to building plant resilience in poor seasonal
conditions, which seems to be all too often nowadays.
Crops can hold on longer and forge forward when rain
arrives. Key crop assessments in the meantime can then
show how the farmer can complex nitrogen with nutrition
elements for yield resilience to maximise protection of the
seed heads at the backend of the growing season.
Don’t just loose yield that you’ve spent time and
money on already.
Ferti Tech CSA Growing Systems start protecting the
season from the furrow with balance & diversity of all
elements complexed for plants to yield and protect against
Frost, Pests, Disease and Poor Rainfall Finishes.

ISN’T YOUR SOIL
YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT ASSET?
WOULDN’T YOU LIKE
TO KNOW HOW TO
IMPROVE NUTRIENT
FLOW & WATER USE?
We provide a detailed
insight into any yield
limiting factors AND
cost-effective ways to
address them.
Make the most of our
current special
finishing 21st FEB

2021
If you are not Aware!
Take a Look at some of the
Video’s and Stories on the
Ferti-Tech FaceBook page.

